Accurate chromosome segregation requires the spindle assembly checkpoint to be active at the onset of mitosis, before being silenced following chromosome alignment. p31 comet is a checkpoint antagonist in that its inhibition delays mitotic exit, whereas its overexpression overrides the checkpoint. How exactly p31 comet antagonises the checkpoint is unclear. A prevalent model is that p31 comet acts as a 'cap' by inhibiting recruitment of the open conformation form of Mad2 (O-Mad2) to the kinetochore-bound complex of Mad1-C-Mad2 (closed conformation Mad2), an essential step that is required for checkpoint activation. Here, we show that although p31 comet localises to kinetochores in mitosis, modulation of its activity has no effect on recruitment of O-Mad2 to kinetochores. Rather, our observations support a checkpoint-silencing role for p31 comet downstream of kinetochores. We show that p31 comet binds Mad2 when it is bound to the mitotic checkpoint complex (MCC) components BubR1 and Cdc20. Furthermore, RNAi-mediated inhibition of p31 comet results in more Mad2 bound to BubR1-Cdc20, and conversely, overexpression of p31 comet results in less Mad2 bound to BubR1-Cdc20. Addition of recombinant p31 comet to checkpoint-arrested extracts removes Mad2 from the MCC, whereas a p31 comet mutant that cannot bind Mad2 has no effect. Significantly, expression of a Mad2 mutant that cannot bind p31 comet prolongs the metaphase to anaphase transition. Taken together, our data support the notion that p31 comet negatively regulates the spindle assembly checkpoint by extracting Mad2 from the MCC.
Introduction
The spindle assembly checkpoint (SAC) delays anaphase until all chromosomes are correctly attached to spindle microtubules through their kinetochores (Musacchio and Salmon, 2007) . Unattached kinetochores activate the SAC, which leads to inhibition of the anaphase promoting complex/cyclosome (APC/C), an E3 ubiquitin ligase that targets two anaphase inhibitors for proteolytic degradation, namely securin and cyclin B1 (Peters, 2006) . The SAC inhibits the APC/C co-activator function of Cdc20, preventing ubiquitylation of securin and cyclin B1 (Musacchio and Salmon, 2007) .
A key SAC component is Mad2, a small protein that can adopt two conformations, 'open' (O-Mad2) and 'closed' (C-Mad2) Mapelli et al., 2007) . Mad2 binds directly to Mad1, and, in doing so, adopts the closed conformation (Luo et al., 2002; Sironi et al., 2002) . In interphase, the Mad1-C-Mad2 core complex localises to the nuclear envelope (Campbell et al., 2001) , before relocalising to unattached kinetochores during mitosis . Because Mad2 can dimerise, C-Mad2 bound to Mad1 in turn recruits O-Mad2 and catalyses its conformational change to C-Mad2, thereby promoting its binding to Cdc20 (De Antoni et al., 2005) . Thus, Mad1-C-Mad2 acts as a template, converting additional Mad2 molecules into Cdc20 inhibitors (Musacchio and Salmon, 2007) . C-Mad2-Cdc20 then binds to the BubR1-Bub3 complex, forming the mitotic checkpoint complex (MCC), which in turn binds the APC/C (Sudakin et al., 2001) . When bound by the MCC, APC/C activity towards securin and cyclin B1 is inhibited.
Once a cell correctly biorients its chromosomes, the SAC is satisfied and anaphase follows after a relatively constant period (Rieder et al., 1994) . Several mechanisms are thought to contribute to checkpoint silencing. First, dynein-dependent stripping of SAC proteins from attached kinetochores prevents the generation of de novo signals (Howell et al., 2001) . Second, activation of phosphatases counters SAC kinases such as Bub1 and Mps1 (Vanoosthuyse and Hardwick, 2009 ). Finally, p31 comet has been shown to negatively regulate the SAC in mammalian cells (Habu et al., 2002; Xia et al., 2004) . p31 comet (also known as MAD2L1-binding protein; SWISSPROT identifier Q15013) was originally identified as a Mad2 binding partner (Habu et al., 2002) . Overexpression of p31 comet overrides the SAC, whereas p31 comet RNAi delays mitotic exit after nocodazole release (Habu et al., 2002; Xia et al., 2004) . Taking these observations together with the fact that p31 comet binds directly to C-Mad2 at its dimerization interface (Yang et al., 2007) and competes with O-Mad2 binding (Mapelli et al., 2006) , it has been proposed that p31 comet acts as an inhibitory 'cap' on the Mad1-C-Mad2 core complex (Mapelli et al., 2006; Musacchio and Salmon, 2007) . According to this model, at unattached kinetochores, p31 comet is somehow removed to allow recruitment of O-Mad2 to the Mad1-C-Mad2 core (Mapelli et al., 2006) . Although this model is provocative, rigorous demonstration in cells is currently lacking. Alternative models have been proposed; one study suggested that p31 comet contributes to SAC silencing by promoting Cdc20 ubiquitylation leading to disassembly of the MCC (Reddy et al., 2007) . In addition, a recent report suggests that p31 comet promotes dissociation of Cdc20 from BubR1 in an ATP-dependent manner (Teichner et al., 2011) .
Our interest in p31 comet was triggered by recent observations showing that Mps1 kinase activity is required to recruit O-Mad2 to the Mad1-C-Mad2 core complex during mitosis (Hewitt et al., 2010) . If p31 comet does act as an inhibitory cap, we reasoned that Mps1 might be required to release it, promoting O-Mad2 recruitment, and thereby kick-starting the Mad2-template reaction (Hewitt et al., 2010) . Similarly, inactivation of Mps1 upon chromosome alignment might reactivate p31 comet , capping the core and leading to checkpoint silencing. To test this possibility, we turned our attention to p31 comet . However, although we could find no evidence supporting the capping model, we have uncovered a role for p31 comet downstream of kinetochores. We show that p31 comet promotes an early step in MCC disassembly, extracting Mad2 and leaving behind a BubR1-Bub3-Cdc20 complex that is still capable of inhibiting the APC/C.
Results

Novel reagents to study p31 comet
To study p31 comet , we generated a novel anti-p31 comet antibody. Anti-p31 comet detected a single band, which diminished markedly when HeLa cells were transfected with siRNAs designed to repress p31 comet (Fig. 1A ). Of four siRNAs tested, three repressed p31
comet by approximately 75% which, when pooled, routinely repressed p31 comet by ,90% (Fig. 1A, lane 10) . Previously, p31 comet RNAi has been shown to delay mitotic exit following release from nocodazole . In our hands, p31 comet inhibition delayed mitotic progression in an unperturbed mitosis. Time-lapse imaging of HeLa cells expressing a GFP-tagged Histone showed that p31 comet RNAi had no effect on chromosome alignment (Fig. 1B) . However, the time between metaphase and anaphase onset was extended from ,24 minutes in controls to ,56 minutes in p31 comet -deficient cells (Fig. 1B) . To confirm that this phenotype was not due to an off-target effect, we generated a HeLa line expressing a tetracycline-inducible Myc-tagged p31 comet transgene rendered resistant to p31 comet siRNA (Fig. 1C) . When we repressed p31 comet , the onset of anaphase was again delayed, but induction of the RNAi-resistant transgene restored normal anaphase timing (Fig. 1D) .
Because overexpression of p31 comet has been shown to override the SAC (Habu et al., 2002 ), we used low-level induction in the RNAi-rescue experiment to ensure that Mycp31 comet levels were similar to endogenous (Fig. 1C ). To confirm that p31 comet overexpression does override the SAC, we induced much higher expression levels (Fig. 1E ). Under these conditions, the SAC was severely compromised, because cells could not arrest in mitosis when challenged with nocodazole ( Fig. 1F) . Taken together, these observations validate both the antibody and the siRNAs, and they confirm that p31 comet is an inhibitor of the SAC (Habu et al., 2002; Xia et al., 2004) . comet localises to unattached kinetochores in a Mad2-dependent manner
To better understand the localisation of p31 comet during mitosis we stained asynchronous HeLa and RPE cells with the antibody against p31 comet . During interphase and prophase, p31 comet localised to the nuclear envelope ( Fig. 2A) , which is consistent with localisation of Mad1 and Mad2 (Campbell et al., 2001) . In prometaphase, p31 comet localised to kinetochores. By metaphase this signal was reduced, although centrosome staining was apparent ( Fig. 2A) .
To verify this staining pattern, we repressed p31 comet by RNAi: although kinetochore staining was clearly evident in control cells, p31 comet RNAi diminished this markedly (Fig. 2B,C) . By contrast the centrosome staining remained. Thus, the kinetochore localisation of p31 comet appears to be bona fide, but the centrosome staining probably reflects a crossreactivity. Notably, in cells where the majority of chromosomes had aligned, p31 comet was clearly visible at the kinetochores of unaligned chromosomes (Fig. 2D) . To confirm these observations, we analysed HeLa cells expressing Myc-tagged p31 comet . When exposed to nocodazole, the majority of kinetochores were Myc positive (Fig. 2E) . By contrast, in untreated cells, only kinetochores on unaligned chromosome stained for Myc. Thus, p31 comet does indeed localise to kinetochores during mitosis, and similarly to other wellcharacterised SAC proteins, its abundance at kinetochores diminishes following chromosome alignment.
We were surprised that the localisation of p31 comet was very similar to that of Mad2, i.e. abundant at unattached kinetochores (Waters et al., 1998) . If the capping model is correct, one might expect p31 comet levels at unattached kinetochores to be low, thereby allowing the Mad1-C-Mad2 core complex to recruit OMad2. However, it is conceivable that the localisation of p31 comet is independent of Mad1-C-Mad2. Importantly, although Mad2 RNAi did not significantly affect p31 comet protein levels (Fig. 2F) , it did abolish p31 comet nuclear envelope and kinetochore localisation (Fig. 2G-I ). Because p31 comet binds CMad2 , this suggests that p31 comet targets these locations by binding Mad1-C-Mad2, which is consistent with p31 comet capping the core complex. However, as we show later, an alternative explanation can account for how p31 comet localises to kinetochores by binding C-Mad2.
Testing the capping model
To test the capping model further, we asked whether modulation of p31 comet levels affected the abundance of O-Mad2 at kinetochores. To do this, we used a sheep polyclonal antibody, SM2.2, which we recently showed preferentially recognises OMad2, at least in immunofluorescence experiments (Hewitt et al., 2010) . To first confirm that SM2.2 does indeed selectively bind O-Mad2 in cells, we performed immunoprecipitations comparing SM2.2 with a rabbit polyclonal anti-Mad2 antibody. Importantly, rabbit anti-Mad2 efficiently co-precipitated Mad1 and Cdc20 along with Mad2 ( Fig. 3A) , suggesting that rabbit anti-Mad2 can bind C-Mad2. By contrast, although SM2.2 immunoprecipitated more Mad2, the amounts of co-precipitating Mad1 or Cdc20 were markedly reduced, which is consistent with the notion that SM2.2 preferentially binds O-Mad2 (Fig. 3A) . Interestingly, rabbit anti-Mad2 co-precipitated p31 comet but SM2.2 did not, confirming that p31 comet binds C-Mad2 whereas SM2.2 does not. Interestingly, as alluded to above, Mad1 and Mad2 localise to the nuclear envelope (Campbell et al., 2001) , as does p31 comet (Hewitt et al., 2010) (Fig. 2A) . The most likely explanation is that this reflects the existence of a Mad1-C-Mad2-p31 comet complex bound to the nuclear envelope. If so, it is important to note that SM2.2 does not recognise the nuclear envelope of interphase cells, providing further evidence that SM2.2 does not efficiently recognise Mad2 when bound directly to Mad1 (Fig. 3B) .
Having validated SM2.2 as a tool to recognise O-Mad2, we asked whether repressing p31 comet increased O-Mad2 at kinetochores by uncapping additional Mad1-C-Mad2 core complexes. Although RNAi depleted p31 comet from kinetochores, there was no effect on O-Mad2 binding (Fig. 3C,D) . Conversely, when we overexpressed p31 comet to a level that caused SAC override, there was no apparent reduction in the amount of OMad2 bound, despite p31 comet levels at kinetochores increasing ,threefold (Fig. 3E,F) . Thus, neither the ability of p31 comet RNAi to delay mitotic exit nor the ability of overexpressed p31 comet to override the SAC correlates with changes to recruitment of OMad2 to kinetochores. Note that modulating p31 comet levels also had no effect on the level of kinetochore-bound Mad2 as measured using the rabbit anti-Mad2 antibody (Fig. 3G,H) .
Previously, we speculated that Mps1 activity might be required to release p31 comet , thereby allowing recruitment of O-Mad2 to the Mad1-C-Mad2 core complex (Hewitt et al., 2010) . If true, p31 comet levels should increase when Mps1 was inactivated. However, when we used AZ3146 to inhibit Mps1, we saw no increase in kinetochore-bound p31 comet (Fig. 3I ). Consistent with our previous observations (Hewitt et al., 2010) , SM2.2 kinetochore staining diminished markedly upon Mps1 inhibition, reflecting a failure to recruit O-Mad2 (Fig. 3I ). By contrast, the rabbit anti-Mad2 antibody still decorated kinetochores, although levels were reduced to ,70% of control cells (Fig. 3I) , which is consistent with C-Mad2 still being bound to Mad1 (Hewitt et al., 2010) .
In summary, we observed no changes in recruitment of OMad2 to kinetochores after inhibiting or overexpressing p31 comet . Furthermore, when recruitment of O-Mad2 was blocked by inhibition of Mps1 activity, p31 comet levels at kinetochores did not increase. Taken together, these data are difficult to reconcile with a role for p31 comet acting as a cap on the Mad1-C-Mad2 complex. Therefore, we considered whether other aspects of the SAC might be regulated by p31 comet .
p31 comet interacts with SAC components downstream of kinetochores
To explore the idea that p31 acts downstream of kinetochores (Reddy et al., 2007; Teichner et al., 2011) , we asked whether p31 comet binds other SAC components. When we immunoprecipitated p31 comet from either interphase or mitotically arrested cells we could readily detect Mad1 and Mad2 (Fig. 4 , lanes 4-6 and supplementary material Fig. S1A ). In mitotic cells, p31 comet also co-precipitated BubR1 and Cdc20 (Fig. 4 , lanes 5 and 6). Consistently, when we immunoprecipitated BubR1 or Cdc20 from nocodazole-arrested cells, p31 comet was detectable (Fig. 4 , lanes 8 and 11). Furthermore, when we immunoprecipitated the APC/C from nocodazole-arrested cells using antibodies against Cdc27, p31 comet was present (Fig. 4 , lane 14). Thus, not only does p31 comet interact with Mad2, but it is also present in complexes with other MCC components, namely BubR1 and Cdc20, and also the APC/C. This prompted us to investigate whether p31 comet plays a role in regulating MCC function.
Less p31 comet and Mad2 is bound to BubR1-Cdc20 in Taxol-arrested cells During the course of the immunoprecipitation experiments described above, we were struck by a difference that manifested depending on whether the cells were arrested in mitosis with either nocodazole or taxol. Whereas nocodazole prevents microtubule polymerisation, leading to the vast majority of kinetochores being unattached, taxol stabilizes microtubules, thereby allowing kinetochore-microtubule interactions, albeit erroneous and unstable ones (Yang et al., 2009) . Consequently, the number of kinetochores generating SAC signals is higher in nocodazole-treated cells compared with taxol-treated cells. However, because a single unattached kinetochore can prevent anaphase (Rieder et al., 1995) , the SAC is 'on' in both cases because the APC/C is inhibited. Indeed, when either nocodazole or taxol was used, the extent of Cdc27 phosphorylation was the same, confirming that both samples were from mitotic-arrested cells (Fig. 4, compare lanes 2 and 3) .
Although p31 comet bound Mad1 and Mad2 equally in nocodazole and taxol, binding to BubR1, Cdc20 and Cdc27 was higher in nocodazole-treated cells (Fig. 4, compare lanes 5 and 6, 8 and 9, 11 and 12, and 14 and 15) . Similarly, when we immunoprecipitated Mad2 using the rabbit polyclonal antibody, binding to BubR1 and Cdc20 was more prevalent in nocodazoletreated cells (Fig. 4, compare lanes 17 and 18) . Thus, when many kinetochores are signalling, p31 comet and Mad2 can be easily detected bound to BubR1, Cdc20 and the APC/C. However, when only a few unattached kinetochores are signalling, as in taxol-treated cells, less p31 comet and Mad2 is bound to BubR1, Cdc20 and the APC/C. Importantly however, regardless of comet . Before treatment with AZ3146, cells were treated with 3.3 mM nocodazole and MG132 for 1 hour to ensure the cells were arrested in mitosis with unattached kinetochores. In all cases, bar graphs show the mean ¡ s.e.m. derived from three independent experiments, in which at least 50 kinetochores were quantified in five cells. Scale bars: 5 mm.
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whether nocodazole or taxol were used, similar amounts of BubR1 and Cdc20 were bound to each other and to the APC/C (Fig. 4 , compare lanes 8 and 9, 11 and 12, and 14 and 15), which is consistent with the fact that both drugs trigger a robust mitotic arrest. These data suggest therefore that the amount of Mad2 and p31 comet bound to BubR1-Cdc20 is highly dependent on the number of unattached kinetochores.
Depletion of p31
comet raises the level of Mad2 bound to BubR1-Cdc20
Because p31 comet binds Mad2 when it forms part of the MCC, we asked whether modulating p31 comet levels affected MCC composition. Significantly, upon p31 comet RNAi more BubR1, Bub3 and Cdc20 were bound to Mad2, even though Mad1 binding was unaffected (Fig. 5A , compare lanes 5 and 6). Consistently, when we immunoprecipitated BubR1 from p31 comet -depleted cells, significantly more Mad2 coprecipitated, whereas the amounts of Bub3 and Cdc20 were similar (Fig. 5A, lanes 9 and 10) . Thus, p31 comet appears to limit the amount of Mad2 bound to BubR1-Cdc20.
Because the amount of Mad2 bound to BubR1 and Cdc20 is higher in nocodazole-arrested cells compared with taxol-arrested cells (Fig. 4) , we compared the effect of p31 comet RNAi in these different conditions. Consistent with the data in Fig. 4 , more Cdc20 co-precipitated with Mad2 from nocodazole-arrested cells, although BubR1 binding was difficult to detect (Fig. 5B, lanes 5  and 7) . In both nocodazole-and taxol-treated cells, p31 comet RNAi caused an increase in the amount of Cdc20 bound to Mad2, and BubR1 became detectable (Fig. 5B, lanes 6 and 8) . In line with this, when we immunoprecipitated BubR1, p31
comet RNAi increased the amount of co-purifying Mad2 in both nocodazole and taxol (Fig. 5B) . In other words, p31
comet RNAi had the same effect in either condition, namely increasing the amount of Mad2 bound to BubR1-Cdc20.
Together, these data suggest that the amount of Mad2 bound to BubR1-Cdc20 is variable during SAC signalling, and is positively regulated by unattached kinetochores and negatively regulated by p31 comet : in the presence of nocodazole or in the absence of p31 comet , the binding of Mad2 to BubR1-Cdc20 is enhanced. The observation that p31 comet appears to regulate Mad2 binding to BubR1-Cdc20 during SAC signalling provides a novel explanation for why repressing p31 comet delays anaphase onset. p31 comet might contribute to efficient SAC silencing by limiting the amount of MCC that needs to be disassembled upon SAC satisfaction. If this model is correct, it might also explain why comet overexpression overrides the SAC; excess p31 comet might reduce MCC levels below the threshold necessary for APC/C inhibition. In agreement, when p31 comet was overexpressed in cells, the level of Mad2 present in BubR1 immunoprecipitates was drastically reduced (Fig. 6A , compare lanes 7 and 8). To ensure that this experiment was appropriately controlled, we wanted to ensure that this effect was dependent on the ability of p31 comet to bind Mad2. Therefore, we generated a cell line expressing Myc-tagged p31 comet Q83A F191A (p31 QF ), a mutant that has previously been shown to be deficient in Mad2 binding (Yang et al., 2007) (supplementary material Fig. S2 ). Consistent with previous observations, when we expressed p31 QF in HeLa cells (supplementary material Fig. S2A ) it did not bind Mad2 (supplementary material Fig. S2B ). p31 QF did not localise to kinetochores, suggesting that it is indeed recruited by Mad2 binding (supplementary material Fig. S2C ). Furthermore, whereas p31 comet overexpression overrode the SAC, overexpression of p31 QF did not (supplementary material Fig.  S2D ). Interestingly, overexpression of p31 comet had a potent effect in a colony formation assay, drastically inhibiting cell proliferation (supplementary material Fig. S2E ). By contrast, p31 QF was largely benign, demonstrating that the effect p31 comet overexpression has on cell fate is absolutely dependent on its ability to bind Mad2. Importantly, when we overexpressed comet as indicated. In lanes 3-7, 1 mM of the indicated His-tagged recombinant proteins were incubated together for 1 hour at room temperature, and added to the APC/C for 1 hour. In lanes 8 and 9, 1 mM p31 comet protein was added after Mad2 and Cdc20 for 1 hour. Following protein incubation, the APC/C was eluted with a competitive peptide overnight and coeluting proteins were analysed by western blotting. , the amount of Mad2 co-precipitating with BubR1 was similar to that in controls (Fig. 6A) . Thus, the capacity of p31 comet to limit the amount of Mad2 bound to BubR1 requires its ability to bind Mad2.
The capacity of p31 comet to reduce the amount of Mad2 in the MCC could arise by one of two mechanisms. One possibility is that p31 comet prevents Mad2 from being assembled onto Cdc20, as predicted by the capping model. However, p31
comet RNAi had little effect on the level of BubR1-Cdc20 (Fig. 5) , and because BubR1-Cdc20 requires the prior formation of Mad2-Cdc20 (Davenport et al., 2006; Nilsson et al., 2008; Kulukian et al., 2009) , this possibility seems unlikely. An alternative explanation is that p31 comet extracts Mad2 from preassembled MCC, leaving behind an intact BubR1-Bub3-Cdc20 subcomplex.
To test this possibility, we prepared cell extracts from nocodazole-arrested HeLa cells and titrated in recombinant p31 comet . After a brief incubation, we immunoprecipitated BubR1 and quantified the amount of bound Mad2. Interestingly, although addition of exogenous p31 comet had no effect on Cdc20 binding to BubR1, it markedly diminished the amount of coprecipitating Mad2 (Fig. 6B,C) . Importantly, addition of p31 QF had no effect on Mad2 binding (Fig. 6B,C) . Thus, our data suggest that p31 comet silences the SAC by extracting Mad2 from the MCC complex.
When we repeated this experiment but immunoprecipitated Cdc27 instead of BubR1, we observed no effect on Mad2 (data not shown), suggesting that p31 comet might not be able to extract Mad2 from the MCC when it is bound to the APC/C. To explore this further, we assessed the binding of recombinant Mad2 and Cdc20 to immunopurified APC/C in the presence of p31 comet . When p31 comet was incubated with Mad2 and Cdc20 before addition to the APC/C, it inhibited the association of Mad2 with the APC/C (Fig. 6D , compare lanes 5 and 6). However, if p31 comet was added to Mad2-Cdc20 pre-assembled on the APC, it had no affect on Mad2 binding (Fig. 6D, compare lanes 5 and 8) . Interestingly, we could detect p31 comet bound to the APC/C in this instance, presumably through Mad2.
Taking together the data from p31 comet RNAi, p31 comet overexpression and the effect of adding exogenous p31 comet to mitotic extracts, our observations support a model whereby p31 comet negatively regulates the amount of Mad2 bound to BubR1-Cdc20, not by preventing the production of Mad2-Cdc20 complexes as predicted by the capping model, but rather by extracting Mad2 from the MCC, leaving behind an intact BubR1-Bub3-Cdc20 subcomplex.
The ability of Mad2 to bind p31 comet is required for checkpoint silencing
If p31
comet is required to remove Mad2 from the MCC, then a Mad2 mutant incapable of binding p31 comet should stabilise the MCC, compromise SAC silencing, and in turn, prolong the metaphase to anaphase transition. It has previously been shown that Mad2 R133E,Q134A (Mad2 RQ ) does not bind p31 comet (Mapelli et al., 2006) . However, Mad2
RQ is also dimerisation deficient (Mapelli et al., 2006) . Thus, upon binding Mad1, Mad2
RQ should form a core complex that is incapable of recruiting O-Mad2. This would be expected to override the SAC, thereby preventing us from probing the downstream role of p31 comet . Bypassing this problem would require a Mad2 mutant that does not bind Mad1 but still binds Cdc20. Because Mad2 binds Mad1 and Cdc20 by a similar mechanism (Luo et al., 2002) , we thought that such a mutant would not exist.
However, when we combined the RQ double mutant with the L13Q mutation, which promotes the folding of Mad2 into the closed conformation (Mapelli et al., 2007) (Fig. 7A) . In other words, Mad2 LQRQ can assemble into the MCC and bind the APC/C, but cannot bind p31 comet .
To test whether Mad2 needs to bind p31 comet for efficient checkpoint silencing, we transiently transfected Myc-tagged wild-type and mutant Mad2 into HeLa cells along with a GFPtagged histone and analysed them by time-lapse microscopy. Note that Mad2 LQ and Mad2 LQRQ expressed to similar levels, whereas the wild-type protein was expressed at a slightly higher level (Fig. 7B) . Consistent with data from yeast and Xenopus egg extracts (He et al., 1997; Li et al., 1997) , overexpression of wildtype Mad2 extended the delay between metaphase and anaphase, from ,22 minutes to ,32 minutes (Fig. 7C) . Cells expressing Mad2
LQ also showed a delay in anaphase onset, taking ,33 minutes. Importantly, expression of Mad2 LQRQ caused a significantly longer delay, doubling the mean time for the metaphase-anaphase transition to ,62 minutes when compared with Mad2 LQ (Fig. 7C) . Indeed, only ,1% of cells expressing Mad2 LQ took over 100 minutes to initiate anaphase following metaphase alignment, whereas ,18% of cells expressing Mad2 LQRQ did so. Thus, expression of a Mad2 mutant that cannot bind p31 comet delays anaphase onset, which suggests that the Mad2-p31 comet interaction is required for efficient checkpoint silencing.
Mad1-independent kinetochore localisation of Mad2
In line with Mad2
LQRQ not binding Mad1, it did not localise to the nuclear envelope in interphase cells (Fig. 7D) . Surprisingly however, it was readily detectable at kinetochores in nocodazoletreated cells (Fig. 7F) . Furthermore, in unperturbed cells, Mad2
LQRQ was evident at congressed kinetochores that were devoid of Mad1 (Fig. 7D) . Together, these two observations raise the possibility that Mad2 LQRQ localises to kinetochores independently of Mad1. Because Mad2 LQRQ can bind Cdc20, which remains on kinetochores following microtubule attachment (Howell et al., 2004) , we reasoned that kinetochore localisation of Mad2 LQRQ might occur through Cdc20. To test this, we repressed Cdc20 by RNAi (Fig. 7E) . Wild-type Mad2 was not affected by Cdc20 depletion, presumably because it binds Mad1 at kinetochores (Fig. 7F,G) . However, as we predicted, kinetochore localisation of Mad2 LQRQ was abolished in Cdc20-deficient cells. Thus, these data suggest that Mad2 can indeed bind kinetochores independently of Mad1, at least under these conditions where the p31 comet -dependent extraction mechanism is inhibited as a result of the LQRQ mutant abolishing p31 comet binding.
Discussion
In this study, we confirm that p31 comet is a spindle checkpoint antagonist and provide novel insight into how p31 comet achieves this. Rather than capping Mad1-C-Mad2 templates, our data support a role for p31 comet downstream of kinetochores. We show that p31 comet associates with the MCC; based on elegant biochemical and structural studies, this interaction is most likely mediated by direct interaction with closed Mad2 Mapelli et al., 2006) . Our data show that p31 comet limits the amount of Mad2 bound to BubR1-Cdc20 by promoting an early step in MCC disassembly. Indeed, addition of recombinant p31 comet to preassembled MCC reduces the amount of Mad2 bound to BubR1-Cdc20, and importantly, this is dependent on the ability of p31 comet to directly bind Mad2, because p31 QF is benign in this assay. Significantly, upon Mad2 extraction, the BubR1-Cdc20 complex remains intact and capable of inhibiting the APC/C. In agreement with the notion that BubR1-Cdc20 complexes can inhibit the APC/C without Mad2, the amount of Mad2 bound to BubR1-Cdc20 is markedly lower in taxol-arrested cells compared with those arrested with nocodazole. Taking these observations together, we suggest a model whereby p31 comet antagonises the SAC by extracting CMad2 from the MCC and recycling it back to free O-Mad2 (Fig. 8) .
Our model builds upon the Mad2 template model, which posits that Mad1-C-Mad2 complexes at unattached kinetochores recruit O-Mad2, catalysing its conversion to C-Mad2 and concomitant binding to Cdc20. The C-Mad2-Cdc20 complex is then captured by BubR1-Bub3, thereby creating the MCC. This tetrameric complex can then bind and inhibit the APC/C. However, once the comet extracts Mad2 from the MCC 3913
MCC is assembled, p31 comet can extract Mad2 leaving behind a BubR1-Bub3-Cdc20 complex (Fig. 8) . Importantly, because BubR1 remains bound to Cdc20, this complex can still inhibit the APC/C, despite the fact that Mad2 is no longer bound (Fig. 8) . Importantly, when many kinetochores are unattached, the number of active Mad1-C-Mad2 core complexes is high so the Mad2 template mechanism outpaces p31 comet -dependent extraction, and hence the MCC accumulates. However, when only a few kinetochores are unattached, p31 comet -mediated recycling of Mad2 balances the production of new Mad2-Cdc20 complexes and hence the BubR1-Bub3-Cdc20 complex is the dominant species of APC/C inhibitor. This model provides a simple explanation for why the amount of Mad2 bound to BubR1-Cdc20 is variable depending on whether the cells are arrested with nocodazole or taxol (Fig. 8 ).
An immediate implication of this model is that the ultimate APC/C inhibitor is not the MCC, but rather the BBC, i.e. the BubR1-Bub3-Cdc20 complex. A corollary of this is that during a normal unperturbed mitosis, the balance of APC/C inhibitors in a cell might shift as chromosomes attach to the spindle, with the MCC dominating early on and the BBC dominating later. This model is consistent with recent data indicating that Mad2 is a substoichiometric MCC component, an observation which led to the suggestion that Mad2 acts catalytically to create BubR1-Cdc20 complexes (Nilsson et al., 2008; Kulukian et al., 2009 ). However, rather than Mad2 playing a catalytic role, we suggest that the MCC is indeed assembled from C-Mad2-Cdc20 and BubR1-Bub3 subcomplexes to create the tetrameric MCC, but then Mad2 is removed by p31 comet to yield the BBC complex. Thus, the substoichiometric nature of Mad2 arises as a consequence of its extraction from the MCC by p31
comet . Although the model outlined above requires further testing, it raises a number of issues. First, how the BBC actually inhibits the APC/C still remains unclear. In vitro reconstitution experiments suggest that BubR1-Cdc20 might be sufficient for APC/C inhibition (Kulukian et al., 2009 ). However, Bub3 plays a key role in targeting BubR1 to kinetochores to efficiently capture CMad2-Cdc20 (P.L.G. and S.S.T., unpublished results), and in cells, Bub3 is clearly bound to BubR1-Cdc20. So, although Bub3 might be part of the ultimate inhibitor, it might not be required for inhibition per se. Similarly, the model implies that Mad2 is also not an actual APC/C inhibitor, but rather is required to promote the formation of the final inhibitor; perhaps upon Mad2 binding, Cdc20 adopts a conformation that allows it to be captured by BubR1-Bub3, but once BubR1 has bound Cdc20, Mad2 is no longer required to maintain the interaction (Nilsson et al., 2008; Kulukian et al., 2009) .
Whether p31 comet extracts Mad2 only when part of the MCC is unclear. Perhaps p31 comet can recycle Mad2 from the C-Mad2-Cdc20 complex before BubR1 binding. Our preliminary observations suggest that p31 comet is not sufficient to extract Mad2 from APC-bound MCC. Consistent with this, recent data indicate that 'free' MCC is disassembled before APC/C-bound MCC (Ma and Poon, 2011) . It is unlikely that the APC/C masks Mad2 because we can detect p31 comet bound to the APC/C. One possibility is that other factors in addition to p31 comet are required to extract Mad2, and perhaps these are blocked when the MCC is bound to the APC/C. Alternatively, perhaps these additional factors are limiting in our in vitro experiments.
Although the exact mechanism by which p31 comet recycles Mad2 off Cdc20 is unclear, several lines of evidence do support the notion that additional activities are involved in MCC disassembly. First, p31
comet cannot be the only relevant factor because it is not essential for triggering anaphase: it is not conserved in yeast and even when potently repressed in human tumour cells, anaphase is only delayed. Second, an ATPdependent process has been implicated in SAC silencing (Teichner et al., 2011) , raising the possibility that an ATPase cooperates with p31 comet in the disassembly process. In addition, CUEDC2 has very recently been implicated in dissociating Mad2 from Cdc20 (Gao et al., 2011) . Finally, Cdc20 ubiquitylation and degradation also contributes to MCC turnover (Nilsson et al., 2008) . Our preliminary observations suggest that p31 comet is not required for Cdc20 ubiquitylation, but perhaps Mad2 extraction is required for ubiquitylated Cdc20 to be degraded, i.e. the p31-dependent Mad2 extraction mechanism might only be an early step of several involved in MCC disassembly.
We suggest that p31 comet -mediated extraction of Mad2 is not a SAC silencing mechanism per se in that it is not 'switched on' comet then removes Mad2, leaving a BubR1-Bub3-Cdc20 subcomplex. In nocodazole, the large number of unattached kinetochores generating C-Mad2-Cdc20 overwhelms the p31 comet -dependent mechanism, leading to accumulation of MCC. In taxol, fewer kinetochores are unattached, therefore production of C-Mad2-Cdc20 complexes is reduced. In this case, the p31 comet -dependent extraction of Mad2 dominates, reducing the amount of tetrameric MCC, but leaving behind a BubR1-Bub3-Cdc20 complex still capable of inhibiting the APC/C. following chromosome alignment. The fact that BBC is the predominant inhibitor in taxol-arrested cells indicates that Mad2 extraction occurs before the SAC has been satisfied. Thus, the p31 comet mechanism appears to be a constitutive governor, dampening the amplitude of the SAC signal throughout mitosis, not just once the last chromosome aligns. Indeed, the notion that the MCC is continuously turned over when the SAC is on is supported by the demonstration that Cdc20 is ubiquitylated and degraded during a mitotic arrest (Nilsson et al., 2008) . Why the spindle checkpoint is fine-tuned in this way remains unclear, but one possibility is that during an unperturbed mitosis, constant MCC turnover sensitises the SAC to the input signal at unattached kinetochores, thereby facilitating efficient anaphase onset irrespective of how long a cell has spent in prometaphase. Indeed, in both Ptk1 and HeLa cells, the onset of anaphase occurs after a relatively fixed time, regardless of how long it took to align the last chromosome (Rieder et al., 1994; Meraldi et al., 2004) .
The capping model predicts that p31 comet should compete with O-Mad2 for binding sites at kinetochores (Musacchio and Salmon, 2007) . However, modulating p31 comet levels had no discernible effect on kinetochore recruitment of O-Mad2. Indeed, the enrichment of p31 comet at unattached kinetochores, which are presumably SAC active, was surprising. If p31 comet is not capping Mad1-C-Mad2, then how is it being recruited to the kinetochore? p31 comet certainly interacts with Mad1 in mitosis, and kinetochore localisation of p31 comet is Mad2 dependent. Furthermore, because p31 comet can only bind C-Mad2 , it seems reasonable to conclude that a Mad1-C-Mad2-p31 comet complex might be present at kinetochores. However, our analysis of Mad2 LQRQ opens up another possibility. This mutant assembles into the MCC because it readily binds BubR1 and Cdc20. Strikingly however, even though Mad2 LQRQ cannot bind Mad1, it still localises to kinetochores, decorating aligned kinetochores negative for Mad1. This raises the possibility that C-Mad2 can bind to kinetochores through Cdc20 in addition to through Mad1. Indeed, RNAi experiments show that kinetochore localisation of Mad2 LQRQ depends on Cdc20. In turn therefore, Mad2-dependent kinetochore localisation of p31 comet might be due to it binding CMad2 bound to Cdc20, rather than C-Mad2 bound to Mad1. If this is the case, it suggests that p31 comet -mediated disassembly of the MCC is occurring at kinetochores. Indeed, because p31 comet is enriched on unaligned chromosomes, it would appear that unattached kinetochores are active sites for both assembly and disassembly of the MCC. However, it is important to stress that p31 comet can be found bound to Mad1. This suggests that p31 comet might cap Mad1-C-Mad2 complexes in the cytosol, or that the entire Mad2 cycle is taking place at the kinetochore, restricting the amount of inhibitor that diffuses away from the kinetochore to dampen the SAC signal and thereby ensure a timely anaphase. Finally, although the p31 comet mechanism might be a constitutive governor rather than a regulated silencing mechanism, the fact that overexpression of p31 comet has such a potent effect on cell fate suggests that its levels must be carefully regulated. How this is achieved is unknown but clearly this issue has important implications for SAC control, the acquisition of chromosome instability, aneuploidy and cell fate.
Materials and Methods
Cell lines
All cell lines were cultured as described (Taylor et al., 2001 ). Stable HeLa cell lines were generated using Flp-FRT-mediated recombination (Tighe et al., 2004) . Cells were synchronised in S-phase as described (Westhorpe et al., 2010) .
Nocodazole, Taxol and MG132 (Sigma) were used at a final concentrations of 0.66 mM, 10 mM and 20 mM, respectively, unless stated otherwise. AZ3146 (Tocris) was used at 2 mM.
RNAi and transient transfections
siRNA sequences (Dharmacon) were used at a final concentration of 50 nM (supplementary material Table S1 ) and transfected using Interferin TM (PolyPlus). For immunofluorescence and time-lapse analysis, cells were analysed 24 hours after siRNA transfection. For immunoprecipitation, cells were harvested 48 hours after transfection. Transient transfection of the Mad2 mutants was performed using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer's instructions.
Cell biology
The sheep polyclonal antibody Sp31 was raised and affinity purified against a GST fusion protein encoding amino acids 2-64 of p31 comet using methods described previously (Taylor et al, 2001 ). All other antibodies used in this study are described in supplementary material Table S2 . Immunofluorescence was performed as described (Hewitt et al, 2010) . Immunofluorescence images were acquired either on an Axioskop2 Plus (Zeiss) fitted with CoolSNAP HQ CCD camera (Photometrics) or on a restoration microscope (Delta Vision RT; Applied Precision). Pixel intensity quantification was performed on deconvolved images using SoftWorx, as described previously (Hewitt et al., 2010) . Graphs were produced in Prism (GraphPad). For time-lapse microscopy, HeLa cells were cultured in 24-well plates and imaged using an Axiovert 200 (Zeiss) microscope. Images were taken every 2 minutes and analysed using ImageJ.
Immunoprecipitation and immunoblotting
Cells were harvested and lysed for immunoprecipitation as previously described (Holland et al., 2007) . After clearing by centrifugation, protein concentration was determined against a BSA standard using a Synergy HT plate reader (BIO-TEK). Normalised lysates were precleared with Protein-G-Sepharose beads and appropriate species of control IgG antibodies. After preclearing, cell lysates were transferred to fresh beads and the desired antibody added. The immunoprecipitate was washed in lysis buffer and isolated proteins resolved by SDS-PAGE, as previously described (Hewitt et al, 2010) . In the case of membranes loaded with samples from immunoprecipitations, sheep primary antibodies were visualised using a recombinant Protein-G-HRP protein (Invitrogen). Immunoblotted proteins were visualised using chemiluminescence (SuperSignal; Thermo Fisher Scientific), either using film (Biomax MR; Kodak), or a Biospecturm 500 Imaging system controlled by VisionWorks LS software (UVP).
In vitro binding
Recombinant, 66His-tagged wild-type Mad2, wild-type p31 comet and p31 QF protein were produced by cloning respective cDNAs into the pET28a expression vector before transforming E.coli [BL21 (DE3) pLysS, Novagen]. Cells were induced overnight at 20˚C with 0.4 mM IPTG, sonicated and centrifuged. 66His-p31 comet was purified using the TALON metal affinity resin system (BD Biosciences) essentially using the manufacturer's instructions, except that protein was bound, washed and eluted from beads using rounds of centrifugation rather than being column purified. Recombinant, 66His-tagged Cdc20 was produced using a baculovirus expression system in Sf9 cells (P.L.G. and S.T., unpublished results). For the APC/C binding assay, 1 mM recombinant proteins were incubated together in PBS containing 10% glycerol and 4 mg/ml BSA for 1 hour at room temperature. Proteins were added to APC/C immunopurified from mitotic HeLa cells for 1 hour, and then washed in PBS containing 0.1% Triton X-100. Following washes, the APC/C was eluted using a competitive peptide as previously described (Herzog and Peters, 2005) . Elutes were analysed by SDS-PAGE and immunoblotting. Table S1 . siRNA oligos used in this study*
siRNA:
Sequence: Description p31-si1 5'-GGUAUGAGAAGUCCGAAGA-3' Pooled with si2 and si3 for routine p31 comet RNAi, used alone for the RNAi rescue experiment.
p31-si2
5'-GGACACUAGUACCGCGAGU-3' Pooled with si1 and si3 for routine p31 comet RNAi p31-si3 5'-GAAGAUUGGUUUCGACCCA-3' Pooled with si1 and si2 for routine p31 comet RNAi p31-si4 5'-UUUAAAGGCUUCCGCGAGU-3' Not used after initial characterisation Tao1-si4 5'-GUAAUAUGGUCCUUUCUAA-3' (Westhorpe et al., 2010) Used as a negative control oligo in this study *All siRNA oligos were from Dharmacon.
